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Q: Windows library for audio monitoring (?) The only product I could find that supported windows as well as
Linux, was a hardware dongle... That was a bit of a problem, since it needed to be inside a USB enclosure...
Trying to do a software solution, I have not been able to find any existing libraries that could do what I want.
A: I think what you are looking for is AUM Voice Recorder, which does exactly what you want. I believe it can

record many channels at once, and you can even hook it up to a digital microphone, or do it all digitally, using
a software sound card. You can find it here. It is freeware, but the license is only valid for commercial use. I

have tested a pre-release version of this and it works very well, and I would recommend giving it a try. We've
already seen several patents filed by HTC showing that they are still working on modular smartphones. At that
time, they seemed like concept designs. Now that they have announced their modular "One M9" prototype, it
looks like they are really ready to go to production. The M9 comes with an upgradeable back plate that can
hold two future modules: a second backplate for a better camera, and one to hold a display and battery. Of

course, these modules will actually use the latest "BRC" material, which is supposed to be stronger and lighter
than the current plastic used in most smartphones. It also looks like there will be a special holder for the

modules, as seen in the patent images below. The One M9 looks like a very interesting device, especially for
the modular space. As you can see, there is even a small bezel around the display for better photography.

Now that HTC has announced that they can actually manufacture the modular phone, it's going to be
interesting to see what modules they will release in the future. Source
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